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“

LOCINOX 4.0
THE GATES ARE OPEN
In September 2021 we laid the groundstone for our brand new headquarters in Belgium. 
LOCINOX 4.0 will be our Smart Factory of the Future; an innovation hub with a  
state-of-the-art research & development department (R&D) and a nearly zero energy (NZE) 
production facility.

Most of all, our new headquarters will be home to a larger and fully automated warehouse 
with abundant inventory to service your needs. Locinox prides itself on shipping 97% of 
its orders within 24 hours. That leaves 3% to improve ourselves to achieve 100% shipment 
on time. Our own challenge is to reach a 100% success rate. LOCINOX 4.0 will allow 
us to achieve this target and continue to offer our guaranteed exceptional full service 
without losing sight of sustainability, ecology and the well-being of over 130 employees. 

That is our philosophy. Innovation is in our engineer’s DNA. Our promise?  

No concessions to quality and a 100% added value for you as a customer. Added 

value which is translated in a fast and excellent service, high-quality products, ease of 

installation, modularity, durability and comfort.

Making it “better together” means we put your wishes and your requirements first. 

By always looking at the bigger picture and innovating above and beyond your 

expectations, we hope to provide better solutions.

Innovation in gate hardware remains one of our core fundamentals. The GUARDIMA 

is our new sturdy child safe magnetic latch securing pools and parks. The SFKO is a 

new surface mounted keep for insert locks, and the – let’s be honest – stunning black 

3006FIX handle combines perfectly with our electric keeps.

We think about your safety, with free exit options becoming more and more relevant. 

While our security SHROUD masking plate adds extra protection to surface mounted 

locks with free exit configurations, the ELECTRADROP FAIL OPEN motorized drop 

bolt is the anti-panic battery solution for free emergency exit during power shortage. 

And last but not least, the high quality VALENTINO battery-powered electronic code 

lock is our latest innovation in access control.

Do you want your own team or clients to experience the Locinox solutions 

first-hand? Request a visit by our brand-new Locinox ROADSHOW VAN.  

We are more than happy to stop by.

INNOVATING BEYOND WHAT’S REQUIRED
Never set tle for less - Let’s make it bet ter together!”
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SHROUD-LA

SHROUD-SA

DISCOVER OUR LATEST INNOVATIONS
Inspired by providing extraordinary value, Locinox is all about innovation and progression.

Continue reading and find out more about these new kids on the block.

GUARDIMA
Sleek & sturdy child safe magnetic latch for pools & parks

SFKO
Stainless steel surface mounted keep
for insert locks

3006FIX
Black handle with fixed or rotating pair for 
access control. Perfect fit with Modulec-SF

VALENTINO
Battery powered electronic code lock

B-SAFE
Stainless steel safety cable for gates up to 500 kg

SHROUD
Security shroud for surface mounted locks with free exit configuration

AVAILABLE
— 

Q1 
2022
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SHROUD-LA

SHROUD-SA

SHROUD

LA

LA-P LF-ZLA-Z LF-P

LF SA

INNOVATION

How do you stop unauthorized people reaching through a gate from the 
outside to access a free exit device on the inside, without having to buy a 
new bespoke gate? 

Say hello to the SHROUD, the easy add-on lock encasement from Locinox 
for a wide range of surface-mounted gate locks.

SHROUD

A BUYER’S GUIDE TO THE SHROUD

Instead of constructing specific gates, you can simply add-on the SHROUD 
case. The launch of this game changer drastically minimizes production 
cost and maximizes protection. Thanks to its modularity, the SHROUD 
case can be added to any standardized design of a gate fitted with other 
Locinox accessories.

In addition, Locinox has developed two types of half circled aluminium 
panels for mounting on the lock or keep side for a full security range.  
These untreated plates can be painted in any color.

INNOVATION

Minimal Production vs
Maximal Protection

With (-P) or without (-Z) these panels, the SHROUD is available for and compatible with several  
surface-mounted locks and combinations.

		 SHROUD-LA: Compatible with configurations of our single Europrofile cylinder locks (LA, LP) and   
  with our Knob or Push handles

		 SHROUD-LF: Compatible with the free handle of our Free Vinci mechanical code lock 

		 SHROUD-SA: Half circled aluminium shield plate to restrict access to the handles on the keep side  
  in combination with SHROUD-LA-P or SHROUD-LF-P on the lock side

Thanks to the Shroud, a burglar’s hands can’t touch what the eyes can’t see

SHROUD
Quick and easy installation
thanks to Quick-Fix

scan to

watch

LOCK SIDE

Security shroud 
with aluminium protection plate

for LA- and LP-locks for LF-locks

Aluminium protection plate only

Security shroud only Security shroud only Security shroud
with aluminium protection plate

KEEP SIDE
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Rembrandt Happel

Fencing installers test 
Locinox’ Lion gate closerIt is not a new product in the spotlight this time, 

but an existing one. At the request of the Belgian 

Locinox, we asked fencing professionals for their 

honest opinion about the Lion gate closer, which 

came on the market in 2018.

PROJECT

G ate closers are an increasingly important 

part of the product range for Locinox. “It is 

a product that adds much value,” says sales 

and marketing director Lieven Pieters. “A gate closer 

offers convenience and assurance, for which end 

customers are happy to pay.”IndustrialWith their first gate closers, such as 
the Samson and the Verticlose, 

Locinox mainly focused on 
industrial gates. “You could also 

mount these on a light pedestrian gate,” says Pieters, 

“however, the user had to apply considerable force 

to open the gate. Also, the price was not entirely in 

proportion to the cost of the gate. This is why we 

developed the Lion. It is smaller, lighter and cheaper 

and therefore better suited for pedestrian gates. It 

was rather a challenge because smaller and lighter are 

the opposites of robust and solid. Ultimately, however, 

the Lion has become a product that is completely in 

line with the rest of our range and our philosophy: an 

elegant slim appearance, a durable but strong design 

and with the tolerances and durability that outdoor 

products require.”
A new marketThe Lion has provided Locinox with a substantial 

additional market: that of the pedestrian gates. 

“Our ultimate dream scenario,” explains Pieters, “is of 

course that every fencing company offers a gate 

closer in every quotation that contains a swing 

gate. Until the arrival of the Lion, that was never 

an issue of course, because for a large part of all 

gates sold there was never really 
a right solution. This means that 
we now have to convince fencing 

companies that the perfect solution 
is presently available.

Opinions
So, how do you convince fencers that something is good? By getting an opinion from other fencing installers, for example. “But then we shouldn’t engage with those opinions,” says Pieters. “It wouldn’t look genuine. How about if we send several fencing companies a Lion, will you ask them for their honest opinion and publish their answers in the Fobs, without us interfering further with any of the content?” Well, we thought that was an exciting idea. Below are the (summarised, but unedited) sincere answers from four fencing companies about the Lion gate closer.

Universal
Gerald Grünert from Grünert Zaunbau in Schrobenhausen, near Ingolstadt in Germany, is very satisfied, for starters. He says: “Customers think the Lion looks good, it is visually not as bulky as a Verticlose, let alone a Samson. For us, it is particularly nice that we have hardly any trouble with it – but that applies to all Locinox gate closers. The shutters we used in the past, from other brands, kept breaking. I don’t have much to complain about the installation process either. The first time you always have to pay extra attention to what you are doing, but it went well and wasn’t difficult. The nice thing about the Lion is that it is indeed very universal. It fits on any gate, even after installation. We do a lot of work for Audi and Airbus for whom we have made panic escape gates that open outwards. They have special anti-tamper hinges on the outside. Not a problem for the Lion as it also fits those gates just fine. We installed the Lion that we received from Locinox for this story on a narrow hinge post of only 60 millimetres wide, which is installed tight against a wall. It fitted without a hitch. Something negative? I can’t think of anything!”

Full pallets
Thomas Grumstrup from the Danish Kibo Sikring from Skanderborg, near Århus, is equally satisfied. “Our installers are pleased with it,” he says. “The Lion is easy to use on the construction site. It doesn’t matter how the gate opens and where the hinges are exactly, the Lion always fits and is easy to adjust. No matter what you do, with drilling templates, you can’t go wrong. I am delighted with the quality. Even though the Lion is a light gate closer, it is still robust and strong. With this gate closer, we can now also offer an affordable solution for the smaller gates, without having to compromise on quality. Before we ended up at Locinox, we used gate closers from other brands, but they are not designed for outdoor use, and neither were the locks, by the way. In that respect, I think it is a pity that we didn’t look at the brand before. We didn’t even buy a cylinder at Locinox until four years ago. These days we receive a full pallet every two weeks, haha. The biggest advantage for us is the resistance to changing temperatures. Here in Denmark it can be quite cold in winter and nice and warm in summer. However, we never receive complaints from customers about the gate closing too hard in the summer or too slow in the winter.”

Adjusting
Thomas Frischknecht of the Swiss Gartehag from Malans, near Chur, does not entirely agree with the latter. “There may be an intermediate setting that will indeed acceptably close the gate in summer and winter,” he says. “But if you set the gate closer in such a way that the leaf closes perfectly softly in winter, it will close with a loud bang in summer. If you let it close gently in the summer, the gate will not close completely in the winter. I am aware that we are high up in the Alps and the differences between summer and winter are extreme here, but if we want the gate to close as gently in winter as it does in summer, we have to readjust the Lion gate closer in spring and autumn. Fortunately, that adjustment is easy and fast, which makes it a small effort. All in all, it is easy to set the Lion, and in that respect, it is a nice shutter. Also with regard to the assembly, when you have to pay close attention to what you do. Drilling templates are indeed included - but you have to stick them very precisely to the gate posts and the leaf because you will not have the option to slide later. I am not a fan of the Quick-Fix system myself because if you don’t pay attention for a second, there is a part rattling at the bottom of the device1. I prefer to tap threads. But all in all, the installation is easy to do, and the setting options are great.”

Top product
For Nicole Strasser from the Austrian Innofence in Obertrum am See, near Salzburg, the new Lion is a top product no matter what. “I’ve been selling them since they were introduced,” she says. “We get a lot of trade here and sell many gate closers separately, for mounting onto existing gates. Until the Lion arrived, we recommended the Verticlose, but it was really too heavy for the pedestrian swing gates. In that respect, the Lion has helped us enormously, and our customers are welcoming it. We sell a lot of them. Quality and ease of installation are top, but that applies to all Locinox products. I don’t want to sell anything else. When I order gates from TKA or Betafence, I always ask them to supply them with Locinox hinges and locks. I don’t want cheap and nasty. Your customers will only complain, and it will cost me my good name and reputation. Give me Locinox anytime. I have seldom been so satisfied with a supplier.” <

 1) Just to clarify: the interview with Frischknecht was a while ago, and he is talking about the first generation Quick-Fix. A new version has been created since and this problem is no longer an issue.
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FENCING PROFESSIONALS ASSESS OUR LION

The LION in a nutshell
The LION gate closer is a compact and aesthetic gate closer for swing 
gates up to 1,1m wide and 75kg. Its compact design guarantees a 
secure closure over the full 180°. LION closes comfortably thanks to the 
extremely accurate adjustment of speed and latching action. Combined 
with the patented temperature compensation system, a constant closing 
speed from -30° up to +70° is ensured.

It’s a product adding value to a gate, offering convenience and security 
for which consumers are happy to pay a bit extra. It is smaller, lighter 
and cheaper than the Verticlose-2 and therefore perfectly suited for 
pedestrian gates. It was rather a challenge because smaller and 
lighter are the opposites of robust and solid. Ultimately, however,  
the LION has become a gate closer that is completely in line with our 
philosophy: an elegant slim appearance, a durable but strong design 
and with the tolerances and durability that outdoor products require. 

Gerald Grünert from Grünert Zaunbau in Schrobenhausen, near Ingolstadt in Germany, 

“The nice thing about the Lion is that it is indeed very universal. It fits on any 
gate, even after installation. We installed the Lion that we received on a 
narrow hinge post of only 60 millimetres wide, which is installed tight against 
a wall. It fitted without a hitch. Something negative? I can’t think of anything!”

Thomas Grumstrup from the Danish Kibo Sikring from Skanderborg, near Århus, 

“Our installers are pleased with it, It doesn’t matter how the gate opens and where the hinges are exactly, the 
Lion always fits and is easy to adjust. The biggest advantage for us is the resistance to changing temperatures. 
Here in Denmark it can be quite cold in winter and nice and warm in summer. However, we never receive 
complaints from customers about the gate closing too hard in the summer or too slow in the winter.”

Thomas Frischknecht of the Swiss Gartehag from Malans, near Chur, 

“All in all, the installation is easy to do, and the setting options are great.”

Nicole Strasser from the Austrian Innofence in Obertrum am See, near Salzburg

”The Lion has helped us enormously and our customers are welcoming it. We sell a lot of them. Quality and ease of 
installation are top, but that applies to all Locinox products. I don’t want to sell anything else. Give me Locinox anytime.  
I have seldom been so satisfied with a supplier.”

Wouldn’t it be interesting to send our LION gate closer to several 
fencing installers and ask them for their honest, independent 
opinion? Yes. We thought so too. 

We wanted to get sincere and unedited answers about our Lions’ installation, functioning 
and more. That’s why FOBS interviewed the fencing installers independently, without our 
interference and knowledge. They talked to professionals in Austria, Denmark, Germany and 
Switzerland. This is their genuine feedback on our LION.

LION
Easy and fast installation - watch 

the step-by-step video for a 
flawless result

scan to
watch

WE HAVE A GATE CLOSER
 FOR EVERY GATE

Published in FOBS magazine

TIGER

MAMMOTH

PANTHER

RHINO

SAMSON-2

VERTICLOSE-2

MAMMOTH-HD

INTERIO

LION

180° 150° 120°125°

Self-closing Final snap

150 kg

200 kg

150 kg

75 kg

75 kg

1100 mm900 mm0 mm 1500 mm 2000 mm

Recommended gate width
OPENING ANGLE

NEW FIT

RETRO FIT

GATE CLOSER & HINGE IN ONE

USE WITH EXISTING HINGES

ALL LOCINOX GATE CLOSERS

O
PEN

 & CLOSE

SAMSON2

O
PEN & CLOSE

INTERIO (125°) & PANTHER (120°)

OPEN & CLOSE

Max. 150° depending on position 
of hinge and gate closer

Depending on position 
of hinge and gate closer
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INNOVATION

Motorized drop bolt with anti-panic bat tery solution 

for free emergency exit during power shortage

ELECTRADROP - FAIL OPEN

The benchmark for safe locking of automated gates

Wind pressure and differentiated terrains are no longer obstacles for automated gates.  
The drop bolt automatically adjusts itself to where it is used and safely secures the gate in 
the ground.

For almost a decade, the ELECTRADROP has been the benchmark for the safe locking of 
automated swing gates. Easily installed, the drop bolt combines a neat design with a throw 
of 115 mm, keeping closed gates firmly in their place.

The smart ELECTRADROP automatically detects obstacles and stops when it exceeds a 
pressure of 18 kg, removing the danger of causing injuries. The drop bolt adjusts itself 
automatically to the terrain on which it is used.

A power shortage in or around (public) buildings can cause several 
hazardous situations. Everyone should be able to safely evacuate the building,  
as fast as possible. The gate securing your perimeter cannot become an extra obstacle.  
The ELECTRADROP FAIL OPEN includes a battery which ensures the dropbolt is pulled  

Compatible 
groundstops
SABO

OGS

EGS

up in case of power failure, eliminating the need for a key. Whether it’s children  
at school, tourists at the airport or fans in a sports arena, the ELECTRADROP FAIL OPEN  
guarantees a quick and safe exit for everyone inside in case of emergency.

You park your car, with lots of novelties, on your driveway. But did you know that the front of a 
house is the most vulnerable most common entry point for burglars? That’s right! However, a quality 
perimeter security gate avoids trespassing on your property.

The motorized ELECTRADROP, with its solid 115mm throw of the drop bolt into the SABO ground 
stop, holds any gate perfectly in place, with B-SAFE as added protection. The fail open feature 
of the ELECTRADROP pulls the drop bolt up once the power is cut off, allowing a quick getaway  
in case of an emergency.

Still undecisive whether you’d like a self-closing gate in the future? Our NOSEHINGE keeps your 
options open for the invisible built-in INTERIO gate closer. 

STAY PROTECTED AND PREPARED

1. ELECTRADROP FAIL OPEN (NEW) 
 Motorized electrical drop bolt with anti-panic battery solution
2. SLIMSTONE-2 
 Strong, frost-free and watertight (IP68) keypad with two  
 integrated relays
3. NOSEHINGE (NEW) 
 Adjustable 90° hinge exchangeable with Interio gate closer

4. TRICONE 
 Design Led-lighting for fences & gates
5. B-SAFE (NEW) 
 Stainless steel safety cable for gates up to 500kg
6. SABO 
 Bolt-on off-centered ground stop

YEAR
2

WARRANTY

STAINLESS
S T E E L

ALU
CYCLES

500 K

QUICK-FIX 24V
DC

INCLUDED
BATTERY
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VALENTINO

RHINO

EXCENTRO

B-SAFE
SAKL

This surface mounted battery powered electronic code lock is our newest solution in access 
control. Without the need for an external power supply, VALENTINO features an energy 
efficient design and is easy to add on any gate. Thanks to an extremely long outdoor 
lifespan of 150.000 open & close cycles with the same batteries, safely tucked away in 
a vandal & water proof compartment, the VALENTINO is practically maintenance free.  

VALENTINO

Up to 100 pincodes can be easily added, modified or removed and different codes 
can be used for entry and exit. Permanently open codes are supported as well. 
VALENTINO supports the use of a pushbar, free-exit and code controlled handles, making 
it the perfect fit for access control in areas where power supply is not possible or when civil 
works want to be avoided.

Cut the cord! Finally there’s an access control solution for your secluded garden where power supply 
is difficult. Those long distance cables now belong to the past. Our battery-powered VALENTINO,  
with a genuine outdoor lifespan of 150.000 open & close cycles on the same batteries, is the future. 

A walkway on an ascending slope (from 2% up to 35%) towards your garden? Thanks to the unique 
EXCENTRO, that’s no longer an uphill battle for your gate. Combine the 180° hinge with our highly 
dampening RHINO gate closer and safely close your gate, whatever the opening angle. Our B-SAFE 
safety cable adds security around your gate in case of. Did you know that the EXCENTRO hinge in 
combination with the RHINO gate closer and the B-SAFE is an EN 12604 approved solution? 

1. VALENTINO (NEW) 
 High quality battery-operated electronic code lock
2. SAKL 
 Adjustable stainless steel keep
3. EXCENTRO 
 180° hinge set for ascending slopes up till 35%
4. RHINO  
 Aesthetical 180° gate closer with direct connection to the hinge
5. B-SAFE (NEW) 
 Stainless steel safety cable for gates up to 500kg

FRONT RUNNERS FOR ANY BACKYARD

Bat tery powered electronic code lock

150.000 open/close cycles 
on same batteries

Easy setup 
& modification of codes

Support for free-exit, pushbar 
& code controlled handles

Extremely durable
internal components

Highly robust e-coated 
& powder coated lock box

Bolt adjustability 
of 20mm

Roller bolt for 
smooth closing

Possibility for different
entry & exit codes

Low battery 
warning sign

Weather protected illuminated
panel on both sides

Vandal proof  
battery compartment

EN
12604
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INNOVATION

B-SAFE

7 SOLUTIONS PREVENTING 
GATE ACCIDENTS

A key focus of EN 12604 is the protection against unintentional and 
uncontrolled movements. Amongst others, safeguarding against falling of 
hinged doors & gates is very important. In the event a hinge should break 
due to extreme external forces (e.g. a moving truck), the displacement 
from the hinge may not exceed 300 mm. 

These and all other EN 12604 requirements have been met with our 
B-SAFE stainless steel safety cable. Simply put, this is a stainless steel 
cable connecting the gate post and the gate wing, close to the upper 
hinge of the swing gate. This anti-drop safety device makes sure the 
gate leaf shall not be able to move uncontrollably in the unlikely event 
of hinge failure. 

Our B-SAFE gate safety cable prevents gates up to 500kg from falling. 
It has a minimalistic design and can be neatly attached in between  
the posts. 

The icing on the cake – it features a sturdy protective cover sleeve, 
preventing damage to the leaf and post. Easily yet firmly installed 
with our patented QUICK-FIX fixation system, our B-SAFE controls the 
uncontrollable. For just a few Euro’s more, you have the guarantee that 
the surroundings of your gate remain safe in case of.

OUR EN 12604 APPROVED GATE SAFETY CABLE

Protection against unintentional controlled movements

• Movement shall be limited by end stops 
• Withstanding energy that gate can develop during impact

Protection against unintentional movements due to wind

For gates operating by gravity or self-closing mechanism

• Prevent crushing or damaging when self-closing device is operating
• Speed shall not exceed 0,3 m/s 
• Force shall not exceed 200 Newton

B-SAFE#1
Gate is held by B-Safe in
case of hinge failure

GATESTOP#2
Control max opening
angle of gate

LOCINOX GATE CLOSER#4
Controlled closing to
“closed” position

EXCENTRO & RHINO#7
Controlled closing of gates
on a slope

UGC (UNDER-GATE-CATCHER) #3
Hold firmly in its 
“open” position

UGC (UNDER-GATE-CATCHER) #5
Hold firmly in its 
“open” position

LOCINOX GATE CLOSER #6
Continuous speed & 
final snap adjustment

STRENGTH
 TEST

How much weight can the B-Safe lift?

scan to
watch

EN12604approved
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GUARDIMATIGER

B-SAFE

INNOVATION

Strong child-safe magnetic lock ensuring 

safety, security and ease of entrance

The GUARDIMA has a magnetic lock instead of a latching bolt. If If the gate 
wing is not completely closed already, a powerful magnet ensures a tight 
closing of the gate. The magnet will only unlock by pulling the knob up.  
A unique patented internal leverage system will guarantee a smooth opening. 

Like all Locinox products, GUARDIMA has been developed for outdoor use. The 
GUARDIMA is horizontally adjustable up to 25 millimetres, and the clearance 
between the post and the gate wing can be between 10 and 45 millimetres. 

The GUARDIMA can be installed on gates that are not perfectly aligned or 
where the gate wing has started to sag over time. The lock also continues to 
work if the gate wing drops a little after installation. The housing is made from 
anodized aluminium. The GUARDIMA can be used on wooden, plastic and 
metal gates and is suitable for any climate. It has been mechanically tested  
2 million times for opening and closing.

The GUARDIMA is the strong and secure option to keep children 
inside kindergartens, parks or playgrounds or out of unsupervised  
swimming pool areas.

YEAR
3

WARRANTY

-30°
+70°C

CYCLES
2M

QUICK-FIX

RECOMMENDED FOR

EDUCATION

DOG PARKS

POOLS 

AMUSEMENT  
PARKS

PARKS

PLAYGROUNDS

FOR A WORRY-FREE SUMMER
That quick dip in the pool to cool off on a 
warm summer’s day. It’s what you find yourself 
looking forward to. Knowing that your Locinox 
products are keeping your perimeter and children 
safe when you’re not around? What a cool  
state of mind.

The fence around the pool is obviously a must-have. 
Especially when it’s equipped with our compact 
TIGER gate closer to guarantee self-closing after 
each passage. The GUARDIMA ensures a smooth 
opening for you and restricted access for your children 
without your supervision. Installed at 1,50m height, 
this strong magnetic lock is completely child-safe.  
Our B-SAFE safety cable adds protection against 
falling of the gate.

1. GUARDIMA (NEW) 
 Strong child-safe magnetic lock
2. TIGER 
 Compact gate closer and hinge in one
3. B-SAFE (NEW) 
 Stainless steel safety cable

GUARDIMA
Quick and easy installation
thanks to Quick-Fix

scan to

watch
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In 2021 we opened a sales & support office in Wroclaw in Poland. Our dedicated local team will be able to 
provide better service to the most important markets in Central and Eastern Europe.

“Historically, sales in Central and Eastern Europe have been mainly to large companies that produce for the entire 
European market” says sales director Lieven Pieters. “This resulted in a great deal of technical knowledge and 
quality awareness in these fencing markets. Purchasing power has increased significantly in recent years, too.  
All of this together means that we see great opportunities to expand sales in this region.”

Central location

Dymitr Chażowiec, Head of Sales for Central & Eastern Europe: “Our customers were all enthusiastic about this 
location. A local team and an office in one of the most important markets in Central Europe really bring us a lot 
closer to them. It allows us to respond more quickly when customers need us and offers them a quicker possibility to 
give us their feedback. That means that we can provide them with even better service.”

From Wrocław, Locinox plans to serve customers in the Czech Republic, Slovakia, Hungary, the Baltic States,  
Russia and Ukraine, in addition to Poland.

AWARD WINNERS
2021 was a year of double recognition for Locinox. 

Summer brought more than just good weather for our team. Locinox 

has been awarded as one of Belgium’s BEST MANAGED COMPANIES 

by Deloitte Private, Econopolis and the University of Leuven.  

The Flemish government agency Flanders Investment & Trade (FIT) also 

awarded Locinox with the prestigious EXPORT LION in the category  

of large companies.

LOCINOX GOES EAST

STOCK IS KING

CHALLENGE US, ORDER NOW
During Covid-times we maintained our delivery performance to ship 97% of our orders within 
24 hours. We’re very proud of this achievement, the entire Locinox Team moved heaven 
and earth to make it happen. However, we are ambitious for more and aim to reach 100%. 

Currently, our warehouse is fully stocked, our sales team is ready to advise and our logistics 
team is ready to ship your order within 24 hours. Don’t take our word for it, challenge us and 
order now. 

LET US PROVE IT
See for yourself

scan to
watch
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GET YOUR SHOW ON THE ROAD

WE THINK YOU’LL LIKE IT

11  
INNOVATIONS

ALL AROUND
EUROPE

ONBOARD  
PRACTICE

COMPACT &  
COMPLETE

FRESHLY BREWED
COFFEE

WE DROVE 15.366 KM
KM/h

AND WELCOMED 650+ FRIENDLY FACES

VISITED 7 COUNTRIES

scan to

watch

Step into our ROADSHOW VAN and experience our complete range of outdoor 
access control solutions first-hand. Heavily relying on innovation, quality, durability 
and ease-of-installation, we are convinced our ROADSHOW VAN is a great 
opportunity to discover what Locinox is all about. For both professionals and end users. 

The state-of-the-art mobile showroom will definitively impress at first sight, featuring a 
delicious blend of our latest innovations and classics. It will be on the road continuously.
Make sure to take a look at the tour dates on our website - we are definitively coming 
your way soon.

Our skilled colleagues are more than happy to help you out. In need of a workshop 
or a hands-on installation training on our product range? You’re most welcome! 

Visit us - it will be vantastic.

DURING OUR MAIDEN VOYAGE BETWEEN 

SEPTEMBER AND NOVEMBER ‘21

SCAN TO WATCH THE TOUR DATES OR 
BOOK THE ROADSHOW VAN



WE ARE 
LOCINOX

Locinox HQ
 Mannebeekstraat 21
 8790 Waregem, Belgium
 +32 (0)56 77 27 66
 info@locinox.com

Locinox CEE
 Irysowa 9
 55-040 Bielany Wrocławskie, Poland
 +48 71 758 21 00
 info@locinox.com
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